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ANNUAL REPORT
a year of medicinal plant stewardship and education
from the legacy garden of Dr. James A. Duke

STAFF
UPDATES
This has been Annie-Sophie’s third year at The Green Farmacy Garden. She has been
tending herbs and native plants, studying herbalism, as well as brewing botanical
delicacies & medicines for herself and loved ones for nearly a decade. It is her great
honor and pleasure to spread Jim Duke’s vision and continue to inspire and touch the
hearts of countless to come. It brings her immense joy to host guests turned friends
at the garden and create everlasting connections. Offering workshops, tours,
volunteer days, and sharing the Garden with others brings her endless delight.

Helen has been blessed with stewarding the Green Farmacy Garden through many
seasons. She started volunteering in 2003 while a student at Tai Sophia’s Herbal Program
and then dove right in after she graduated in 2006. She became the Garden Director in
2007 and maintained the terraces and the yin/yang valley while being mentored by Jim
Duke. People from all walks of life and regions of the world came to the garden to listen
to Jim as he strolled barefoot through the terraces spreading herbal wisdom filled with
the latest scientific medicinal plant research, his stories, songs and poems. As Jim’s
health waned and after his passing, Helen took over the tours and workshops and
continued to tend the garden. This will be Helen’s last season of working as a gardener
but she'll be coming back to teach in 2021. Helen is extremely grateful to pass the baton
on to Annie-Sophie, Veri, and Michelle, knowing that they, too, will care for the garden
with their passion to continue Jim’s legacy for many more seasons to come.

Veri joined the GFG team in 2019, and has now spent two seasons rooting into the role
of Events and Communications Manager and bringing a focus toward future visioning
and strategy. Learning about GFG’s history and Jim Duke’s legacy has been a parallel
project to learning the plots and plants in the garden itself, both crucial to
envisioning the past and present growth trajectory and compatible forward arcs.
Veri’s overarching dedication is to restoring ecological health and social justice, and
they’re deeply gratified that working here affords opportunity to support both in
meaningful ways. Veri was especially happy to share the garden with their children
this season, who participated in the inaugural session of our new homeschool Earth
Skills and Decolonization class.

Michelle is our newest gardener at GFG! She volunteered with the garden for several
months after her herbal apprenticeship with Wild Ginger brought her to the garden
for a tour, and accepted the part-time position as assistant gardener in February 2020.
Michelle is a community herbalist and gardener, whose work is rooted in mutual aid,
BIPOC sovereignty, abolition, and community liberation. She specializes in herbal
remedies and education for trauma survivors. She is elated and grateful to work in
the healing garden and learn from her peers, humans and plants alike. She has loved
working with spring seedlings, late-summer harvests, and tropicals.

WORKSHOPS, EVENTS, AND
VOLUNTEER DAYS

Between the Coronavirus pandemic and lockdowns, national uprisings against oppression and violence, and a contentious election, this has been a
difficult and momentous year for those in our community and beyond. We've been elated and nourished by our community’s rich offerings of
workshops and programs this year despite these difficulties. We hosted several sold-out workshops throughout the season, and were thankful for our
teachers’ and students’ adaptability and resilience to teach and attend workshops that prioritized safety and adherence to Coronavirus safety
precautions with masks and social distancing.

COMMUNITY UPDATE
During this intense year of national upheaval and awakening, we explored
ways to extend our healing and learning garden into more of a community
resource. In June, we released a statement of solidarity and action, iterating our
pledges to the values of community care, mutual aid, and anti-racism, carrying
on Dr. Duke’s legacy of respect for diverse cultures’ medicinal traditions. Here,
our commitment, and progress toward our stated goals:

“We're working toward making The Green Farmacy Garden a place
for all to safely experience the joy, wisdom, and interconnection of
plants, community, music, science, and nature in a sanctuary of
transformational empowerment and healing. We therefore commit
to the following steps to instill social justice in our work here."
1. Open conversations with members and leaders of groups historically underrepresented in mainstream herbalism about how to
better represent their ethnobotanical history at this garden, and offer space in the garden for people wanting to represent their
histories of medicine and survival in a living materia medica. We’re currently communicating with local people of Black and
Indigenous ancestry from around the world (China, India, Puerto Rico, Peru, Mexico and others), and plan to steward some of
their ancestral plants for their harvest and spiritual connection in the Spring 2021 season. We have capacity to support more
stewardship, and invite additional people of Black and Indigenous heritage to partake in this opportunity, transforming a little
slice of the garden into a portal of ancestral healing and land redistribution. We’ll assist in acquisition of seeds, tend to plant
health, and support participants in harvesting their chosen plants for whatever purposes they wish. We also offer our event
platform for tradition-holders of marginalized or colonized people from around the world to share their own stories and
medicines, to support people with lived experiences of marginalization being paid to tell their own stories. Please contact us via
email at greenfarmacygarden@gmail.com to inquire or participate.
2. Work toward making educational opportunities accessible across distance and financial ability through online opportunities and
transportation solutions. In addition to sliding scale pricing for higher ticket events, we’ve offered free or half-price scholarship
rates for up to 20% of registration for many of our public workshops, reserved for Black or Indigenous scholarship recipients.
This is one way we’re aiming to recognize and begin to reckon with the systemic economic marginalization of People of Color in
this country and the legacy of violence and erasure that has severed People of Color from their ancestral medicinal ways. We’ve
made less progress regarding accessibility across distance. We hope to launch a shuttling/ carpool system with grant funding,
and to share more workshops and other content online, in future seasons.
3. Donate herbs and herbal preparations and services through Mutual Aid networks that benefit marginalized communities, as our
resources allow. Our gardeners, volunteers, and workshop attendees transformed many medicinal plant materials from the
garden into potent medicine to be shared for free with mutual aid networks. We launched a workshop series entitled “Herbal
Giving,” where attendees participate in making herbal preparations from plants abundant at The Green Farmacy Garden for the
benefit of community members in need. Participants spend some time with one or two plants, learn how they’re used
medicinally, and help harvest and process the plant into medicine. The class-made preparations are then donated as mutual aid .
We sent medicine from these workshops, and other fresh-harvested dried herbs, to Karen Rose’s Sacred Rapid Response Herbal
Mutual Aid Network and Good Witch Herbal Mutual Aid Drive in New York City. We also passed along some of our herbal
preparations to the We Keep Us Safe Mutual Aid Initiative in DC and Baltimore, which redistributes funds from art, music,
clothing and herbal product sales to community members in need, protestors, and organizers.
4.
Continue to explore and implement creative ways to increase the revenue of the garden so that funding can be sustainably
funneled into resources and opportunities for the communities that need them. This season nearly half of our workshop
attendees visited us for the first time, affirming some of the strategies we’re employing to serve new community members.
Expanding our event offerings, we welcomed herbalist and educator Su Tin to teach the first session of a new children's program
entitled “Earth Skills and Decolonizing.” Here, a group of children experienced the healing medicine of the garden and forest,
and learned important lessons of outdoor survival as they intertwine with complex histories of colonization. We also submitted
our first grant application and are empowered, having that experience under our belts. We’ll continue seeking grant funding to
support our community efforts, and diversifying our event offerings and formats to serve a broader portion of the community.

GET INVOLVED WITH US
IN 2021
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Are you part of an organization that would
like to do a private tour, team building day,
or garden workday event? Reach out to us!
We are looking to collaborate with
corporate teams, homeschool groups,
exercise clubs, outdoor activity groups,
and wellness brands to expose more
people to the beauty and rich learning
environment of this garden! To set up a
tour or learn more about team building
and learning events, email us!

As always, we welcome new volunteers
and old friends of the garden! If you’d
like to spend some time volunteering in
this unique treasure of a garden, shoot us
an email. Perks of volunteering include
access to the garden and our incredible
stock of powerful plant allies, refreshing
homegrown herbal beverages, plant and
knowledge shares, and community!

We'll be engaging 1-2 gardening and
herbalism apprentices this spring to help us
transform our abundance of medicine and
knowledge into a community resource! This
position will be 5 hours per week of
gardening and medicine-making in
exchange for mentorship: a great
opportunity for budding herbalists or
students! Learn more and apply on our
website thegreenfarmacygarden.com

To support the legacy of Jim’s work, the
survival of our 300+ species, and the
future of our community-enriching
programming, we accept donations to our
paypal and venmo accounts. You may find
those at paypal.me/GreenFarmacyGarden,
or venmo us at @Greenfarmacygarden.
Your support means the world to us!
NB: Donations to GFG are not tax exempt

EMAIL US AT
GREENFARMACYGARDEN@GMAIL.COM
TO INQUIRE INTO ANY OF THESE
OPPORTUNITIES!

THANK YOU TO OUR
AMAZING VOLUNTEERS!
SEE YOU NEXT YEAR!

with much love and gratitude,
the GFG team
Michelle, Veri, Annie-Sophie, and Helen

